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In [2] Vamos proved that if a (finite or infinite) matroid is representable over 
fields of arbitrarily large characteristic then it is representable over a field of 
characteristic zero. The method of proof is algebraic (see Fenton [l] for further 
developments of this method). Although the proof of this important result is by 
no means long, it may be of interest to see how ultraproducts can be used to give 
a very short and direct proof of it. This is our main aim in this note. We also give 
a brief proof of another result due to Vamos, namely that if each finite subset of a 
matroid is representable over an extension field of a given field then so is the 
matroid itself. 
Our notation and terminology are fairly standard. A matroid is a pair (M, E), 
where E is a non-empty set system on M satisfying 
(i) ifAeEandBcA thenBeE, 
(ii) iffiniteA,B~EwithlAJ<lBJthenAU{b}~Eforsomeb~B\A, 
(iii) if A E E for all finite A c B then B E E. 
The elements of E are called the independent sets of the matroid. Thus, in the 
infinite case, a matroid is just an independence space in the sense of Welsh [3]. 
A representation of a matroid M over a field F is a map 9 : M- V, where V is a 
vector space over F, such that A c M is independent iff the family 6(a), a E A is 
linearly independent in V. Thus in particular @ is injective on independent sets. 
Given sets Xi, i E Z and an ultrafilter % on Z, the ultraproduct of the Xi over %, 
written fl Xi/%, is the set of equivalence classes of II Xi under the equivalence 
relation (xi) - (yi) if {i E Z :Xi = yi} E %. We write [(xi)] for the equivalence class 
of (Xi). If the Xi are algebraic structures then n Xi/%! inherits algebraic 
operations from the coordinatewise operations on I-I Xi. 
We are now ready to prove Vamos’ theorem. 
Theorem 1. Let M be a matroid representable over fields of arbitrarily large 
characteristic. Then M is representable over a field of characteristic zero. 
Proof. For each i = 1,2, . . . , let & : M + I$ be a representation of M over a field 
& with char 4 > i. Let %!L be a non-principal ultrafilter on N, and set F = II &/:lou 
and V = l-I y/42. Then it is easy to see that F is a field, with char F = 0, and V is a 
vector space’ over F. 
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Define +:M-, V by @(a) = [(&(a))]. W e c aim that @ is a representation of M 1 
over F. Indeed, let {a(‘), . . . , u@)} be a finite independent set in M, and suppose 
that C ilo’)&( = 0. Write AU) = [(n,(j))], j = 1, . . . , n. Then {i E I: C h$j)&(au)) = 
0} E %!, and SO {i E I: hjj) = 0 for all j} E %. It follows that A”) = 0 for all j, 
as required. 
Conversely, let {a(‘), . . . , u@)} be a finite dependent set in M. Then, for each 
i E N, there are A!” . . > A$‘) E 4 such that c hy)&(uu)) = 0, with A?) # 0 for 
some j. put AU) L [i&l j = 1 . . , n. Then C A”‘#(uO“) = 0. Moreover, if 
Au) = 0 for all j then {i ; Z :$ = 0;‘~ %! for all j, so that for some i we would have 
A!” = 0 for all j. Thus A”’ # 0 for some j. El 
The proof of the following result, which is also from [2], is just as simple. 
Theorem 2. Let M be a mutroid and F a field such that each finite subset of M is 
representable over an extension field of F. Then M is itself representable over an 
extension field of F. 
Proof. Let Z denote the collection of finite subsets of M. For each S E Z there is a 
mapping GS : M --, V,, where Vs is a vector space over an extension field F, of F, 
such that & 1 S is a representation of S over Fs. 
ForSeZ, let$={TEZ:ScT}. Thesetss,SeZgenerateafilteronZ. Let % 
be an ultrafilter on Z extending this filter, and set F’ = II F,/“11 and V = JJ Vs/%. 
Then F’ is an extension field of F, and V is a vector space over F’. 
Define $ : M-, V by $(a) = [(&(a))]. As in the proof of Theorem 1, it is easy 
to verify that @ is a representation of M over F’. 0 
We remark that it is certainly not the case that if each finite subset of M is 
representable over F then M is itself representable over F. For example, let M be 
the matroid on an uncountable set whose independent subsets are those with at 
most 2 elements. Then any finite subset of M is representable over Q, but M itself 
is not. However, the assertion does hold if F is finite. Indeed, if F is finite and 
each Fs = F then we have F’ = F in the proof of Theorem 2. 
We wish to point out that Theorems 1 and 2 can also be proved by making use 
of the Compactness Theorem for first-order logic. However, the method of 
making the theory of the representations of a given matroid into a first-order 
theory is rather unnatural (it involves fixing an arbitrary basis of the matroid), 
and we feel that the ultraproduct proofs are simpler and more direct. 
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